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1. Introduction
In Belgium, the implementation of the EPBD is the responsibility of the regional governments. This report
focuses on the implementation of the EPBD in the Walloon region; the Flemish and Brussels regions are
responsible for implementing the EPBD within their respective material and territorial jurisdictions.
With the overall revision of the regulations (Decree of 28 November 20131 and its execution order of 15
May 20142) carried out as part of transposing the Directive, the Walloon Region has promoted several
developments, such as the display of energy performance indicators within sale and rental advertisements
(January 2015), the addition of technical building system requirements (May 2016), and the development
of the levels of NZEB requirements (with an intermediate stage in January 2017).
Along with this amendment, the calculation method has evolved to be extended to all non-residential
buildings. This progress makes it possible to set overall energy performance requirements for this building
type (January 2017). It also sets the basis for the certification of non-residential buildings.
Further achievements in the Walloon Region include systematised compliance checks with Energy
Performance of Buildings (EPB) procedures and requirements, as well as certification and advertising
requirements, including the quality of the services provided by accredited experts.
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2. Current Status of Implementation of the EPBD
2.I. Energy performance requirements: NEW BUILDINGS
2.I.i. Progress and current status of new buildings
The administrative procedure foresees that an initial EPB statement ("déclaration PEB initiale") is submitted
along with the planning permission request. This initial EPB statement requires a complete energy
performance calculation. The administrative procedure for new buildings, subject to an overall energy
performance level requirement, is as follows:

At the time of the planning permission request:

•

Initial EPB statement. This is a document in which the applicant details the measures taken to meet the
requirements. Compliance with the requirements is mandatory to obtain a building permit. This
document is submitted to the administration and uploaded to a central EPB database.

At the end of works:

•

Final EPB statement. In this document the applicant demonstrates compliance with the energy
performance requirements. This document is also submitted to the administration and uploaded to the
same EPB database.

•

The EPC is then issued by the expert, based on the information provided in the final EPB statement.

The amendments to the regulation also set requirements for accrediting qualified experts, which include
the requirement to undergo training and pass an examination. To ensure a smooth transition, all previous
accredited experts3 could directly attempt the exam without going through training up until the end of
2016.
Meanwhile, the administration put the necessary elements in place to prepare the sector for the arrival of
the 2021 building regulation, which includes the NZEB requirements. Continuous training for qualified
experts has been taking place since April 2017.

2.I.ii. Format of national transposition and implementation of existing regulations
Since January 2017, the level of regulatory requirements has been tightened. The previous reinforcement
dates back to January 2014. A new reinforcement corresponding to NZEB is planned on 1 January 2019 for
public buildings and on 1 January 2021 for all other buildings. An overview of the requirements is presented
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Overview of regulatory requirements (click for larger size online)
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Up until now, only residential buildings, schools, office buildings and services buildings were calculated in
terms of overall energy performance. From 1 January 2017, this calculation is extended to all other nonresidential types of building units (called PEN units). The threshold of the requirement for PEN units is
variable (Table 2) and depends on the functional parts present in the unit and their respective sizes,
according to the following formula:

with:

E
the threshold for the EW level of the studied PEN unit (dimensionless);
W,PEN,max
A

ch, fct f

the total heated floor area of each function f of the PEN unit, in m²;

E
the assumed requirement level per function, for each function f of the PEN unit (dimensionless);
W, fcf f
A

ch

the total heated floor area of the studied PEN unit, in m².

Non-residential units

2017

2021 (2019)

E W, fcf f

E W, fcf f

Accomodation

90

90

Offices

65

45

Schools

65

45

With nocturnal occupation

90

90

Without nocturnal occupation

90

90

Operating room

90

90

Kitchen

90

90

Commerce

90

90

Sports hall / gymnasium

90

90

Fitness Dance

90

90

FUNCTIONS

Health care

Group

High occupancy
Low occupancy
Cafeterias / large dining rooms

Sports facilities
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2017

2021 (2019)

90

90

Technical local

65/90

45/90

Common

65/90

45/90

Other

90

90

Unknown

90

90

Sauna Pool

Table 2. The values of the requirement levels per function EW, fcf f

2.I.iii. Action plan for progression to NZEB for new buildings
NZEB requirements are based on the results of calculations on model geometry, statistical data and subsidy
databases4. These new requirements were approved by the regional stakeholders of the building sector
and adopted by the government on 28 January 20165. They are presented in Table 2.
If Wallonia does not set intermediate targets in terms of the share of new NZEB buildings before 2021, it
has nevertheless:
•

set up two calls for projects for Wallonian exemplary buildings addressed respectively to residential
and non-residential buildings, in order to prepare the building sector and citizens for future NZEB
requirements. This action covers new buildings as well as the renovation of residential and nonresidential buildings. Actual achievements are highlighted on the energy portal site but also in the print
and audio-visual media (partnerships with the broadcast “Une brique dans le ventre” and “Clé sur
porte” on the two main French-speaking television channels in Belgium);

•

organised seminars with the Union of Towns and Municipalities of Wallonia (Union des Villes et
Communes de Wallonie) to inform the municipalities of changes to the regulations (NZEB requirements,
certification of public buildings, control of regulations related to planning permission, etc.).

Based on requirements for NZEB (see requirements in Tables 1 & 2), 137 non-residential buildings and
6,542 residential buildings included in the EPB database meet the definition of NZEB, representing 4.6%
and 6.8% respectively of total EPB statements.
For residential buildings, the renewable solutions most commonly proposed by the designers to meet the
NZEB requirements include the use of PV (24.2%), a heat pump (7.4%), a combination of a heat pump and
PV (7.4%), solar thermal panel (3.7%), a combination of PV and biomass heating system (2.4%), a biomass
heating system (1.9%), or a combination of PV and solar thermal panel (1.8%). It is interesting to observe
that, in 49.7% of cases, the net energy needs for heating and overheating set out in the NZEB requirements
for primary energy consumption are met without the use of RES (Figure 1).
For non-residential buildings, the renewable solutions most commonly proposed by the designers to meet
the NZEB requirements include the use of PV (33.6%), while 63.5% meet the requirements without the use
of RES (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. The number of residential NZEB and use of RES (combination).

Figure 2. The number of non-residential NZEB and use of RES (combination).

2.I.iv. Requirements for systems and / or building components for new buildings
As mentioned in Table 1, there are requirements relating to each element of the building envelope,
defining the protected building volume (Umax). In addition, requirements are also prescribed for the
hygienic ventilation rates of the building. Finally, the transposition of Article 9.3 of the EED requires that
meters be placed in case of centralised distribution of heat and/or cold between several buildings and
between several building units within a building. For new buildings, the other systems are accounted for in
the overall energy performance assessment. Wallonia intends to extend the scope of some technical
building system requirements for new buildings.
6
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2.II. Energy performance requirements: EXISTING BUILDINGS
2.I.i. Progress and current status of existing buildings
The performance of existing residential buildings is assessed by the building certification process. According
to the database gathering all the certificates (approximately 400,000 to date), the average energy
performance of the Walloon housing in 2016 corresponds to the EPC energy class F, i.e., a theoretical
consumption of 434 kWh/m².year (Figure 3).

Figure 3. The distribution of Walloon residential buildings by energy performance (EPC database).

The Walloon housing stock is old; almost 25% of the houses were built before 1921 and about 80% date
from before 1991. These old buildings consume the most energy (Figure 2). The majority of houses show a
poor energy performance: > 30% at level G, 15% at level F and 15% at level E (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Repartitioning of EPC energy classes by age of building.
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In addition, the existing housing stock has a low rate of renovation; every year, applications for planning
permission refurbishments are submitted for just 1% of the houses.
The total residential energy consumption in 2013 is only 5% higher than its 1990 level, although the
housing stock has grown by 16%, and the annual degree-days have increased by 24% during that period.
Figure 5 shows the evolution of this consumption.

Figure 5. Evolution of the residential sector consumption by energy vector (“Bilans wallons” 2013).

2.II.ii. Plans to improve the existing building stock
The NZEB targets in the Walloon Region are closely linked to the planned objectives of the Walloon
renovation strategy.
Although the NZEB definition of an existing building has not yet been fixed, the long-term objectives for
renovating buildings implicitly include the NZEB targets. The building renovation strategy indeed sets the
2050 target of significantly improving the performance of housing so that, on average, they will reach the
EPC energy class A, whose threshold is set at 85 kWh/m².year, the level defined for new NZEB. The
intention is to target an identical NZEB level for new and existing buildings.
Intermediate steps in 2020 and 2030 will verify progress and identify the necessary corrective actions for
reaching these targets.
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For non-residential buildings, the goal is to reach an energy-neutral building stock in 2050 for heating,
cooling and lighting, which means that these buildings will produce as much energy as they consume.
To achieve its objectives, Wallonia plans to focus on deep renovations and develop tools such as a building
passport and a renovation roadmap, enabling all renovation projects to be registered and guided to achieve
the global energy refurbishment either in one step or in phases, with the NZEB level as the ultimate goal.
Primarily, it will be a matter of encouraging each opportunity for improvement (envelope or system) to
place the building on a path towards the long-term NZEB objective while at the same time give priority to
renovating the least efficient housing (levels G and F).
Concerning EED Article 4, a long-term renovation strategy6 for Wallonia is finalised and integrated into the
4th National Energy Efficiency Action Plan (NEEAP) as of 30 April 2017. This plan, drawn up in consultation
with stakeholders, presents a range of provisions identified as priorities to stimulate deep renovations of
residential and non-residential buildings with a long-term goal as outlined in point a.
These provisions are staggered for short-term (2020), medium-term (2030) and long-term (2050)
implementation. Some have already been validated by the government within other plans (Alliance-Emploi
Environnement, Plan Marshall, Décret Climat, Plan Air-Climat-Energie, etc.) and can therefore be activated
in the near future.
Concerning Article 5 of the EED, Wallonia has chosen to adopt an alternative approach to the required
annual renovation of 3% of existing public buildings.
Wallonia decided to determine its target based on the pre-existing register of buildings’ energy
performance, with data collected by different institutions in the central government, which can then be
compared to the cost-optimal energy performance. This sets the goal of primary energy savings,
corresponding to the required 3% of annual savings that must be achieved by each official institution that
must comply with this EED requirement (for 2015 results, cf. Table 3).

Obliged area 2013

258,426

m²

Non-compliant area 2013

36,562

m²

14% of obliged building stock

Non-compliant area 2015

25,155

m²

10% of obliged building stock

Surface made conform in 2015 compared to
2013

11,407

m²

31% of 2013 non-compliant building
stock

Primary EE 2015 vs 2013

1,701,315 kWh Decrease of 2.3% vs 2013

Final EE 2015 vs 2013

512,827

kWh Decrease of 1.0% vs 2013

Table 3. 2015 results for Walloon government buildings.

The measures that Wallonia plans to take in order to achieve its energy savings objectives are those
recommended by the existing Walloon energy audits7.
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2.II.iii. Regulation of system performance, distinct from whole building
performance
The Walloon Region sets a number of requirements concerning the individual elements of the buildings.
The walls, window frames, glazing and roofs must have a minimal thermal performance expressed with a Uvalue [W/m².K]. Since 1 January 2017, the Umax value for walls and roofs are harmonised and strengthened
to 0.24 as is also the case for the Uw,max and Ug,max of windows, which are set to 1.5 and 1.1. From then on,
the U-values are the same in the three regions of Belgium.
Every time a window sash or glazing is installed or replaced, the ventilation of the room has to be provided
with a minimum fresh-air-flow rate.
Every time a heating, AC or ventilation system is installed, replaced or upgraded in existing residential and
non-residential buildings, it must fulfil some minimum requirements related to energy, which entered into
force on 1 May 2016 (Table 4).

Works submitted or not
as part of a building
permit

Performance

Insulation

Energy metering

Existing buildings

•

Gas boiler

•

Hot water pipes

•

Large installations

•

Oil boiler

•

Ice-water pipes

•

•

Electrical heat pumps •

Central source servicing
multiple buildings

•

•

Direct electric
heating

Central source servicing
multiple units within a
building

•

Ice-water cooling
machines

•

Ventilation heat
recovery unit
Accounted for in global •
performance calculation

Central source servicing
multiple buildings

•

Central source servicing
multiple units within a
building

New buildings and
assimilated

Accounted for in global
performance calculation

Air ducts

Table 4. Energy-related requirements for installed, replaced or upgraded heating, AC or ventilation systems.

Requirements concerning the consumption metering between buildings or in multi-purpose buildings
(Article 9.3 of the EED) are included; these requirements also affect new buildings.
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2.II.iv. Encouragement of intelligent metering
It is mandatory through the technical building system requirements to ensure that energy metering is
undertaken for large installations. An overview is given in Table 5. The meters need to comply with
harmonised standards and are readable either on-site or remotely. Smart metering is not yet mandatory.

Type of installation

Condition

Gas and liquid fuel boiler

> 100 kW thermal Fuel meter
output

Gas and liquid fuel boiler

> 400 kW thermal Calorimeter
output

Solid fuel boilers

> 100 kW thermal Calorimeter
output

Electrical heat pumps

> 12 kW thermal
output

Electrical heat pumps

> 100 kW thermal Calorimeter
output

Solar thermal panel

> 10 m²

Calorimeter

Cooling (ice-water)

> 12 kW thermal
output

Electricity meter

Cooling (ice-water)

> 100 kW thermal Calorimeter
output

Cooling tower / External dry cooler
Ventilation

Type of meter

Electricity meter

Electricity meter
> 10,000 m³/h

Electricity meter

Central heating or cooling source servicing
multiple buildings

Calorimeter at each building*

Central heating or cooling source servicing
multiple units within a building

Calorimeter at each unit or heat cost
allocator on each radiator*

* If technically and economically feasible.

Table 5. Energy metering requirements for large installations.

2.II.v. Financial instruments and incentives for existing buildings
Concerning residential buildings, there are mainly two forms of incentives aimed at improving energy
performance:
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•

Allowances covering part of the amount of renovation work (Table 6). These basic allowances may be
increased according to household income (Table 7);

•

Short-term credit (Ecopacks / Renopack8s) or mortgage loans (Accesspack9) at preferential rates. The
amount of allowances for the proposed works shall be deducted from the loan amount.

Actual achievements:
•

In 2015, 27,101 energy allowances were accepted for a total of 32 million €, and 2,900 Ecopacks have
been signed for a total of 27.4 million €. These loans covered about 5,800 works to improve energy
performance for a premium amount of 3.2 million €.

•

In 2016, 11,870 energy allowances were accepted for a total of 10 million €, and Ecopack loans were
signed for a total of 18.4 million €. These loans covered approximately 2,900 energy performance
improvements for a premium amount of approximately 2 million €. During the same period, Renopack
loans were signed for a total of 30 million €, corresponding to approximately 5,300 works with energy
performance requirements for an allowance amount of approximately 3.6 million €.

Thermal insulation of roofs

by requester

R ≥ 4.5 m² K/W

15 €/m² (max.
100 m²)

by contractor

Thermal insulation of walls
(by contractor)

Thermal insulation of floor
(by contractor)

Installation of heating system and/or sanitary hot
water system (by contractor)

Performing of energy audit

6 €/m² (max.
100 m²)

by inside

R ≥ 2 m² K/W

12 €/m² (max.
100 m²)

by cavity

R ≥ 1.5 m² K/W

6 €/m² (max.
100 m²)

by outside

R ≥ 3.5 m² K/W

25 €/m² (max.
100 m²)

by cellar

R ≥ 3.5 m² K/W

10 €/m² (max.
100 m²)

by slab

R ≥ 2 m² K/W

Condensing gas boiler

200 €

SHW heat pump

750 €

Heat pump for heating and
combination heat pump

1,500 €

Biomass boiler

1,750 €

Solar water heater

1,500 €

by an assessor

220 €

Table 6. Types of eligible work for an energy allowance and amount of basic allowances (as of 1 March
2018).
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Income category

Household reference income

Increase of basic premium

C1

Less than or equal to 21,900 €

Base allowance multiplied by 3

C2

Higher than 21,900.01 and

Base allowance multiplied by 2

less than or equal to 31,100 €
C3

Higher than 31,100.01 and

Base allowance multiplied by 1.5

less than or equal to 41,100 €
C4

Higher than 41,100.01 and

Base allowance multiplied by 1

less than or equal to 93,000 €

Table 7. Increase in basic allowances by household income categories.

2.II.vi. Information campaigns / complementary policies
The Walloon Region provides continuous information on EPCs, energy performance in buildings
requirements, energy efficiency, etc. to the general public as well as to professionals through different
communication tools:
The various publications available are:

•

in the 16 energy information centres of the Department of Energy and Sustainable Buildings (DESB);

•

in the 10 general information centres of the Walloon Region;

•

in 10 annual fairs and exhibitions related to building and energy;

•

on the website http://energie.wallonie.be (817,000 users from 1 January 2015 to 31 December 2016).

The two quarterly magazines published by the DESB are (Figure 6):

•

“Energie4” (general public – 13,500 subscribers)10;

•

“REactif” (7,500 professional subscribers)11.

A banner campaign to promote the EPC on the most relevant property sales & rentals website
(immoweb.be)
Press articles in:

•

“Architrave” (quarterly magazine for architects);

•

“SudPresse” (daily press).

Video sequences are broadcast on public and private Belgian television channels as well as YouTube®.
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Figure 6. Information campaigns – Magazines “Energie4” and “REactif”.

2.III. Energy performance certificate requirements
2.III.i. Progress and current status on sale or rental of buildings and EPCs
a. Oversight and administration system
For existing residential buildings, a dedicated, stand-alone software called PACE is used by assessors to
input the building data collected, after which the server generates the EPC. The PACE software includes
built-in validation rules which prevent incomplete EPCs to be sent to the database (which also includes new
buildings). It also contains validation rules for input data to prevent mistakes (with rules prohibiting or
flagging certain values). The files with the building data and the EPC are recorded in a database before the
certificate is sent to the assessors by e-mail in a PDF format.

b. How apartments are certified in apartment buildings
Certification is performed individually for each apartment. In case systems are collective (e.g., heating or
cooling system, centralised ventilation, and/or RES), an assessor performs an initial report regarding the
systems, and data are collected and inputted into a database in order for certificates for each connected
apartment to be issued.
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c. Format and content of the EPC
For residential buildings, the EPC contains graphics regarding the global evaluation of energy performance,
information on input data, and recommendations. It also includes illustrations and comments as well as
explanations of the importance and type of documentation that can be considered as acceptable evidence
(Figure 7).

Figure 7. Graphic layout of the EPC.
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d. EPC activity levels
Between June 2010 and late 2016, more than 395,000 certificates for existing residential buildings were
registered in the database. This represents about 26% of the building stock. It is not possible to know how
many EPCs have been issued for renovated buildings, since it is not an input data necessary for completing
an EPC.
For new residential buildings, 12,996 certificates were issued by the administration and registered in the
database between May 2010 and May 2015. Since May 2015, 6,473 certificates have already been issued
by qualified experts and registered in the database.

e. Typical EPC costs
For existing residential buildings, the certification process is quick (about four hours), in order to keep the
price – which is displayed on the certificate – low. In the early stages of certification, the average price for
single-family houses was 480 € (VAT included). Currently, it is about 250 € (VAT included). The average
price for an apartment was initially 250-350 € and is currently about 150 €. The total turnover generated
since the beginning of the certification of existing residential buildings in June 2010 is about 102 million €
(VAT included).

f. Assessor corps
At the end of 2016, more than 2,150 assessors were accredited.
In order for a firm to be accredited, there must be at least one accredited expert working for the company.

g. Compliance levels by sector
From May 2015, an administrative fine of 1,000 € is due in the absence of an EPC at the time of transaction.
The fine will be doubled in the case of recidivism within three (3) years. By late 2016, this fine has been
applied six (6) times. Other fines are also incurred for failing to communicate EPC results to the buyer or
tenant, for example.

2.III.ii. Quality Assessment of EPCs
A Control web application is used to automatically screen all the EPCs submitted to the database by
flagging inconsistant data or values and selecting a statiscally representative number of EPCs to be humanly
controlled.
Its main functionalities are:
•
•
•
•
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The controller has access to a summary panel where he finds information on each qualified expert, e.g., the
total number of EPCs submitted, the EPCs with inconsistencies and the EPCs selected for random control.
The controller also has access to the EPC details and the list of inconsistencies.
If the investigation concludes that a control procedure should be launched, for example due to frequently
occurring errors, the controller notifies the qualified expert of his errors and requests that supporting
documentary evidence are provided. If necessary, wrong EPCs are corrected.
Whether the qualified expert receives a sanction or not depends on the frequency, quantity and type of
errors, as well as on their impact on the EPC outcome, particularly on the label of the building.
Table 8 shows the number of EPCs selected by the Control web application and the total EPCs available in
the database, per year whereas Table 9 presents the number of EPCs checked by the administration.

AI means certificates with inconsistent data or values

AI* means randomly selected certificates with inconsistent data or values

SI means without inconsistent data or values

SI* means randomly selected without inconsistent data or values

Table 8. Number of EPCs selected by the Control web application and the total EPCs available in the
database, per year.

Year Control
Folder

Certificates
checked

Certificates
with error

Certificates without error or
with an insignificant error

Certificates with suspicion of
error (under checking)

2013 6

71

70

1

0

2014 73

1,075

874

201

0

2015 39

180

175

5

0

2016 268

1,551

1,548

3

0

Table 9. Number of EPCs checked by the administration.
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2.III.iii. Progress and current status of EPCs on public and large buildings visited by
the public
For public buildings visited by the public, a web software called ECUS was created to input the collected
building data.
The certificate indicates the energy class of the building according to its type. This is based on the
operational rating being converted into primary energy per m2. The certificate also contains a graph
showing the real consumption of electricity and combustible fuel for the last three (3) years and other
specific indicators.
Statistics determining the number of buildings will be done afterwards.

2.III.iv. Implementation of mandatory advertising requirement – status
The display modes of indicators are:
•

the energy label;

•

Espec expressed in kWh/m².year;

•

Etotal expressed in kWh/year;

•

an EPC ID number

The need to display indicators and ID numbers varies depending on advertising supports (Table 10).
The display of indicators is primarily the responsibility of the owners (seller or lessor) as well as professional
representatives (lawyers or real estate agents). Publishers and third-parties involved in the sales process do
not have any responsibility.
Failure to display energy performance indicators in advertising is a punishable offence. This provision
should be interpreted broadly, so that poor communication in achieving the regulation objectives is also
punishable (e.g., having a display too small to be readable).
The decree foresees a fixed administrative fine of 500 € if the energy performance indicator(s) of the EPCs
are absent from the advertisement. The fine is doubled in case of recidivism within three (3) years. Controls
are performed by the Regional Administration of Energy. More than 170 real-estate agencies have been
inspected since this obligation began.
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Mention to be integrated Mentions to integrate in TEXT format (or orally)
in GRAPHIC form
Energy Label

Energy Label

EPC ID

"PEB : C"

Specifi Primary
Energy
Consumption

"PEB No. ..."
"PEB : from G
to A++"

Primary Energy
Consumption
(kWh per year)

(kWh/m² per year)
"E spec : 123
kWh/m².y"

"E totale : 12345
kWh/y"

Ads (newspapers, magazines, etc.)
in text format only

Not required

Mandatory

Mandatory

Recommended

Recommended

with pictures

Mandatory

Not required

Mandatory

Recommended

Recommended

in text format only

Not required

Mandatory

Mandatory

Not required

Not required

with pictures

Mandatory

Not required

Mandatory

Recommended

Recommended

Posters

Real Estate Listings
in text format only

Not required

Mandatory

Recommended Not required

Not required

with pictures

Mandatory

Not required

Mandatory

Not required

Not required

Recommended

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Brochures and leaflets
relating to a
Mandatory
building, unit lot or
apartment building
Internet & mobile apps
index pages

Mandatory

Not required

Not required

Not required

Not required

detailed pages

Mandatory

Not required

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Recommended

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Mandatory

Not required

Mandatory

Not required

Not required

Not applicable

Mandatory

Not required

Not required

Not required

Direct Marketing
emailings,
newsletters
Broadcast chanel

Radio

Table 10. Mandatory advertising requirements
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2.IV Inspection requirements – heating systems, air conditioning
2.IV.i. Report on equivalence of model A and B for Heating Systems
The choice made regarding inspections for heating and AC systems was to carry out inspections as
described in sections 1, 2 and 3 of Articles 14 and 15 of the EPBD.
For heating, the inspection consists of a boiler efficiency assessment, or “periodic control”, and a boiler
sizing assessment, or “in-depth diagnosis”. The former is mandatory at least every year for oil and solid fuel
boilers, every two years for gas boilers with a rated power higher than 100 kW, and every three years for
gas boilers with a rated power less than or equal to 100 kW. The latter is performed at the same time and
need not be repeated for as long as the system or the heating needs of the building remain the same.
For AC, two executive orders are in force and concern, among other things, leakage checks. A a legal text
modification containing energy aspects is about to be made (summer 2018).

2.IV.ii. Progress and current status on heating systems
Accreditations are managed by the Air Climate Agency (AwAC12). Their internal certification management
system has recently been reviewed. Currently, 15 training centres are accredited for providing training to
technicians inspecting liquid fuel boilers, and 12 for inspecting gas fuel boilers. At the end of April 2018,
2,872 technicians were certified to inspect gas fuel boilers, and 2,275 for liquid fuel boilers.
Participating administrations (DGO413 & AwAC) are currently reviewing the regulation. Wallonia plans to
add a certification for solid fuel boilers and a carbon monoxide level check in the indoor air of the boiler
room. The inspection reports will also be systematically computerised to simplify the control of certified
technicians.

2.IV.iii. Progress and current status on AC systems
On the field, there are already professionals who audit AC systems. These inspections are not mandated by
regulation.
After the new executive order is published and in force (see section I.Vi, above), accredited AC experts
must complete specific training at an accredited training centre in order to be allowed to carry out energy
inspections on AC systems. Energy-related trainings will complement this scheme.
Accreditations will also be managed by the AwAC to keep a simple and coherent pattern for both heating
and AC inspections.

2.IV.iv. Enforcement and impact assessment of inspections
a. Enforcement and penalties
According to the Walloon Environmental Code14, compliance control in accordance with the relevant
executive orders is the responsibility of the Department of Environmental Police and Controls of the
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Walloon Region. This decree also defines the penalties that may be imposed on persons violating these
regulations.
The owner of a boiler is punishable for not performing inspections. The category of the infraction is set in
the “Loi relative à la lutte contre la pollution atmosphérique”15 (Federal Law of 28 December 1964).
Sanctions are provided in the Environmental Code16 Decree of 27 May 2004 and Executive Order of 17
March 2005. The associated penalties are: a fine ranging from 100 to 100,000 € or from 8 days to 6 months
of imprisonment. The issuance of a statement for infringement is rare (about two (2) to three (3)
statements per year).
Due to a lack of human resources, controls operated by the pollution repression unit of the Walloon Region
up until now mainly occur in response to complaints.

b. Quality control of inspection reports
For heating, as regards inspections on specific energy aspects, inspections have not yet begun and none of
the inspection reports issued in 2015 has yet been validated.
Quality assurance for AC will be the same as for heating systems, but inspections have not yet begun (see
section IV. i, above).

c. Impact assessment.
No impact assessment has been made for heating inspections. The goal for Wallonia is to perform such an
assessment when the new systematic electronic data input for inspection reports is operational.
No energy impact evaluation can be made regarding AC system inspections.

3. A success story in EPBD implementation
A review of the cost-optimal study is in the finalisation phase. A public tender was assigned to 3E consulting
firm which has developed a partnership with the University of Liège and the software company Hemmis. A
second contract was assigned to Altran, the historical developer of EPB software.
In addition to the report to be sent to the Commission, this study also aims to develop a software tool to
automate the simulations necessary for its input. Indeed, one of the parameters influencing the accuracy
and representativeness of the cost-optimal study is the number of simulations applied to the reference
buildings and the number of reference buildings themselves. The encoding burdens resulting from large
numbers of simulations led us to issue the development of the software tool for public tender, with such a
tool allowing EPB-related data to be systematically analysed and cross-referenced with economic data and
other parameters in order to conduct sensitivity studies. The tool makes it possible to automatically apply a
large number of variants to the reference buildings modelled using the regulatory EPB software. It also
makes it possible to extract energy performance results which are then automatically processed in a
calculation cost unit. All possible simulations can therefore be tested. The tool then presents the results in
terms of the global cost of the energy measures under consideration. It also allows for sensitivity studies to
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be conducted by varying specific parameters within a determined range (e.g., U-value of a wall, etc.) (Figure
8).
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Figure 8. Cost-optimal tool software.

4. Conclusions, future plans
Since an ambitious Walloon renovation strategy has been approved by the government on 20 April 2017
and integrated into the 4th NEEAP, the Walloon Region will work on following the priorities identified in the
strategy:
•

adapting an incentives programme aimed at improving energy performance;

•

certifying professionals related to energy efficiency improvement works;

•

developing the “roadmap” and “building passport” tools, in order to allow an integrated and long-term
renovation projects approach;

•

ensuring that the various actions and policies currently being carried out by the administration are
consistent with the objectives set by the strategy and serve the achievement of these objectives;

•

defining indicators to verify the correct trajectory pursued by the administration to achieve the
objectives of the strategy.

Endnotes
1. Décret relatif à la performance énergétique des bâtiments;
https://wallex.wallonie.be/index.php?doc=27018&rev=30454-20809
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2. Arrêté du Gouvernement wallon portant exécution du décret du 28 novembre 2013 relatif à la
performance énergétique des bâtiments;
https://wallex.wallonie.be/index.php?doc=28448&rev=31550-20809
3. Experts with a master’s degree in architecture or engineering sciences.
4. Subsidy databases contain information such as physical characteristics and costs regarding currently
constructed buildings in which the energy performance is much better than the current requirements
and comparable to the foreseen NZEB requirements.
5. Arrêté du Gouvernement wallon portant exécution du décret du 28 novembre 2013 relatif à la
performance énergétique des bâtiments;
https://wallex.wallonie.be/index.php?doc=28448&rev=31550-20809
6. https://energie.wallonie.be/fr/strategie-de-renovation.html?IDC=9580
7. (Procédure d’avis énergétique - PAE2), which is a housing energy audit.
(Audit énergétique UREBA). Concerns public buildings, educational buildings and buildings of the nonmarket sector.
8. www.swcs.be/
9. www.flw.be/
10. https://energie.wallonie.be/fr/trimestriel-energie4.html?IDC=9139
11. https://energie.wallonie.be/fr/trimestriel-le-reactif.html?IDC=9029
12. http://www.awac.be/
13. https://energie.wallonie.be. Note: For heating inspections all information is centralised on this unique
page: http://www.awac.be/index.php/guichet-technique/agrements/chauffagistes
14. Code du droit de l’environnement. - Livre Ier. - Dispositions communes et générales;
https://wallex.wallonie.be/index.php?doc=4549
15. Code du droit de l’environnement. - Livre Ier. - Dispositions communes et générales;
https://wallex.wallonie.be/index.php?doc=4549
16. Article D151 of Environmental Code: «Les infractions de troisième catégorie sont punies d’un
emprisonnement de huit jours à six mois ou d’une amende d’au moins 100 euros et au maximum
100.000 euros ou d’une de ces peines seulement.»
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